Abstract — This paper presents the results of an initial study on the use of genetic algorithms to synthesize multi-beam patterns for dual-reflectarray antennas operating with a single feed per beam architecture. Under the simple two-dimensional center-fed case considered, the method shows promise when compared to a traditional bifocal synthesis method with regard to spillover efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

To increase capacity, modern Ka-band communications satellites produce multiple high gain overlapping spot beams that alternate in frequency and polarization [1]. A simple architecture to produce such coverage is single feed per beam (SFB), in which each beam is produced by a separate feed. However, due to aperture efficiency requirements which impose constraints on feed horn sizes, this scheme generally requires three or four reflectors to produce the correct beam spacing [2]. To reduce the number of apertures required to two, a multiple feed per beam architecture can be used, but at the expense of a complicated beamforming network (eg. [1]). To maintain the simplicity of SFB while using a single main aperture, genetic algorithms (GAs) are studied in this work to produce the required beams using realistically sized non-overlapping feeds with a dual-reflectarray antenna.

II. GEOMETRY AND ANALYSIS

For this initial investigation, a center-fed dual reflectarray configuration is chosen and it is shown in Fig. 1. The geometrical parameters are \( D_m = 1.8 \text{ m}, D_s = 0.6 \text{ m}, d_{ms} = 2.27 \text{ m}, \) and \( d_{fs} = 0.5 \text{ m}. \) The periodicity of both reflectarrays is \( 0.5\lambda_0 \) at the design frequency of 20 GHz to avoid grating lobes.

Five feeds with diameters and spacing of 54 mm are considered in the optimization and analysis. The required beam peak locations for these feeds are shown in Table I. Using the single-focus folded optics system with a traditional reflector, shown in Fig. 1, this beam spacing is not possible for this feed size without overlapping the feeds.

To model the feeds a \( \cos^q \theta \) model is used, with \( q = 28. \) The analysis and optimization are carried out in 2D, but there are methods available to extend the technique to 3D. The analysis is carried out using an array factor calculation [3], treating each element as an ideal phase-shifter.

III. OPTIMIZATION DETAILS

An issue with applying a traditional bifocal synthesis technique to this problem is that the solutions have poor spillover efficiency [4]. Thus, for the optimization routine spillover was taken into account by calculating the total gain of the system based on an estimate of spillover efficiency. A mask-driven approach was initially pursued whereby individual masks for each beam/feed were specified, and the following cost function that describes the degree of mask violation was used:

\[
C(\theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \left\{ \min \left( M_{L_i}(\theta) - G_i(\theta), 0 \right)^2 \right\} \, d\theta
\]

Here, \( i \) indicates the feed/beam number, \( N \) is the total number of feeds, \( M_{U_i}(\theta) \) and \( M_{L_i}(\theta) \) are the upper and lower masks, respectively, and \( G_i(\theta) \) is the gain pattern that includes illumination efficiency. Through testing various masks it was found that the best results were obtained by simply imposing a minimum gain at the desired beam direction for each feed.

The GA was initialized with random values for 240 and 80 phases on the main and sub-reflectarray, respectively. However, the optimization was only performed for half of these phases (120 + 40) due to symmetry. Each phase was represented as a gene encoded by an 8-bit unsigned character. The genes corresponding to the main and sub-reflectarrays were then...
concatenated together to produce a chromosome representing a solution to the synthesis problem. A population of 100 chromosomes was found to balance computational resources against comprehensive searching.

At each generation of the GA, the crossover operation was applied with 80% probability for 50 pairs, which were selected binary-tournament style from the population. The crossover operation was then applied after the crossover operations on each chromosome with a 50% probability. This operation randomly toggled a single bit in a randomly selected gene from the chromosome. Elitism of a single chromosome was also utilized in this GA.

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO BIFOCAL SYNTHESIS

The required phase distributions obtained from the GA synthesis are shown in Fig. 2 and compared with a bifocal synthesis [4] based on [5] that was implemented for the same geometry. It is interesting to note that while the methods produce different sub-reflectarray phases, they both produce a main reflectarray with roughly the same \( f/D \) ratio. However, the main reflectarray phase from the GA is not purely parabolic and it was found that substituting it with a curve-fit parabola produced beams with worse beam aberration.

In Fig. 3 the \( x \)-component of the incident field on the main reflectarray is compared for both techniques. Only the fields from one half of the feeds are shown, as the others can be inferred from the symmetry of the geometry considered. It is visible that the amplitude taper produced by the bifocal synthesis is smoother, but the high taper levels on at least one edge of the main reflectarray would produce very high spillover. It was found in earlier investigations that these levels could not be corrected by re-pointing the feeds towards the center of the sub-reflectarray. The GA produces more acceptable edge taper levels that range from 8 dB to 10 dB below the peak value.

Fig. 4 shows the resulting normalized radiation patterns from these phase distributions, and pointing errors are shown in Table I. It is visible that the beams are pointed similarly, but the GA beams have slightly higher gains while suffering from increased sidelobe levels. However, it is possible that these results could be improved through using different masks.

See Table I for the desired beam locations and pointing error.

**Table I: Desired Beam Locations and Pointing Error**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feed</th>
<th>Desired beam direction [deg.]</th>
<th>Beam pointing error [deg.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Bifocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 from center</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 from center</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 from center</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 from center</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although only five feeds and beams have been shown here for clarity, the method is also extendible to cases with more feeds.

V. CONCLUSION

An initial study on the use of GAs to synthesize dual-reflectarray antennas for multi-beam applications has been performed. In 2D the method shows improvement with regard to spillover efficiency compared to a bifocal synthesis. Further work is under way to improve beam quality, and extend the technique to 3D.
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